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Coming up to my third year as Director, it has been 
challenging at times. Having to learn a lot about the Chapter 
and how it all works, but we have great people in the 
Chapter and a fantastic Committee. 

The time has come for the Committee to stand down and 
reform a new Committee, which has its different challenges. 
I would like to thank all the Committee for doing such a 
fantastic job in moving the Chapter forward and making 
everything interesting for the members. 

Now, the new Committee has an even bigger challenge to 
keep up to the 

standard of the last two years, which I 
know they will do. Some of the last 
Committee are taking up new positions 
which are challenging in themselves. But 
they will also be there to support the new 
members. 

I am so proud that members are coming 
forward to ask for some of the positions 
that are coming up for grabs. I hope that 
we will continue as a friendly, welcoming 
Chapter with loyal members. 

So let’s Crack-On and keep moving 
forward. 

I was telling my dearly 
beloved that our milkman 
had just told me he'd had 
made love to every lady in 
our street, apart from one 
of course! 

She said “I bet it's that stuck 
up bitch at number 42…..” 



Every year for the past 10 years, Great Western Chapter 
have hosted ‘Hogs in the Hayfields’ Rally at Cleve Rugby 
Club, Maggotsfield, Bristol. It’s a small rally where about 
300 people turn up to enjoy the bikes, the music and the 
beers, and if we’re lucky, the odd game of rugger too! 

This year was no different, and being a regular patron to 
this rally, this years was as good as the previous rallies, 
perhaps a tadge better (tadge? Is there such a word? 
There is in God’s country… it means the size of a gnat’s 
wodger). (Wodger… is there such a word? There is in 
God’s country… no, I’ll not go on – I think you know 
what I mean). 

Every year (apart from the odd ones in the past when I 
had to miss out due to work commitments) we meet up 
with the old gang and travel down to the green pasture 
in Maggotsfield where we team up with brethren from 
Wales – another group of buddies who own the elusive 
Welsh Passport and get free transfer across the Severn Bridge, don’t you know. 

Okay, so some of you may know of whom we are talking about here, but for the uneducated let 
me introduce you to the team: Pete Clifford (a child of Eakring), Will.I.Am Bailey (a child of 
Birmingham – but without that weird accent), Mick Fisher (a child of Ilkeston), Darran James (a 
child of Neath Abbey), Andrew ‘Chalkie’ White (a child of The Mumbles) and of course, myself, 
Dai Gunter (a child of Neath & Lincoln – dual citizenship after 30 years in the sticks). 
Unfortunately, although on occasion, our better halves join us, due to the rules of the few, we 
are not allowed to mention them in dispatches – suffice to say, this year we were join with just 
one lady-folk, Sarah (Darren’s missus and chief breakfast provider). 

Okay, so formalities out of the way, let’s talk about the 
antics and the rally. The venue is fantastic; with it being 
a rugby club it is well furnished with bars, toilets, 
showers, etc, but most importantly, a well drained field 
for pitching your tent. On the downside of the location 
though, is it’s in the West Country so precipitation is not 
uncommon, and this year we did suffer with a little 
dampness on the Saturday morning. No worries though, 
like all true Harley Riders, we didn’t let the rain dampen 
our spirits – after showing two fingers to the ride-out, 
we decided to do one of our own. Several years ago, we 
held our own ride-out to Joe’s Ice Cream Palour (which 
just happens to be some 85miles away in The Mumbles, 
Swansea), this year however, we decided not to be so 
drastic and to repeat one of our previous rides from two 



years ago and ride through the Cheddar Gorge. And what 
a nice little ditty it was too. 

After riding up, and down, the gorge, we stopped off at 
one of the many bike-parks (also known as pavements) 
and took a short stroll along some of the shops and 
eateries along the lower section of the gorge. At one 
eatery we devoured some pretty lousy fish and chips – an 
action to be recorded in the club’s minutes and never to 
be repeated – we did soon lose the greasy taste to the 
effect of the C2H5OH in the apple enhanced coloured 
water that was served up at the bar. I must say, the 
Stowford Press went down well over the weekend. 

‘So what about the grub?’ I hear you call. Well I already 
mentioned the crap fish & chips at Cheddar Gorge, and this was a far cry from the rather tasty 
homemade grub churned out by Darran and his good lady. Both Friday’s evening meal and 
Saturday morning’s breakfasts were really appreciated by the starving many who were drooling 
around the butane-fired mobile cooker that furnished Darran’s campervan’s awning area. In fact 
the my breakfast was so good I even ate it after I had spilt a half-bottle of salt over it..! Doh!!! 
Still, that gave me a thirst and who can deny one’s own thirst? 

The Chapter’s entertainment was a couple of live bands who sounded pretty good from where 
we were stationed in the adjacent bar. We were quite happy to sip our light refreshments and 
chew the fat (regurgitated after the lunchtime’s fish & chips horror). 

There was the obligatory Ride-in Show that I no longer pay much attention to these days, not 
since I watched someone pick up a trophy for a Harley that had never seen the road (let alone 

ride it to the rally). For me, if you bring it, then you 
should ride it. 

The raffle had some nice prizes too, some donated by 
the Chapter’s local dealership – Rider’s of Bristol. I’m 
sure I won the main prize but someone neglected to 
inform me, ah well, never mind eh? 

So why do I go (almost) every year to the Hayfields Rally? 
Well the answer to that is simplicity. Yes, it’s a basic, 
simplistic rally where no-one tries to out-do anyone and 
everyone is there to enjoy themselves. It priced fair and 
the venue is great with really good facilities. 

There aren’t many rallies like this one on the UK HOG 
Rally calendar, so if you’ve not been, why not make an 
appointment to see the doctor next June and join us for 
the run down the M42/M5 to Maggotsfield. 



Charlie  and Bern chose a 

particularly nice day, to take 

us on a particularly nice ride, 

through particularly nice 

Lincolnshire countryside and 

on particularly good roads. 

That sounds like a lot of particularly, but .. Well .. It was. 

Meeting up at the A57 Café we headed out via Saxilby 

and then north 

to pick up the 

A631, heading east and working our way 

through the Wolds to Laceby, for a T&P stop. 

Heading south we worked our way to Cadwell 

Park, where we tackled the Mountain (no, 

kidding), where we had a group photo. Next 

it was on the Belchford and the Bluebell Inn 

where we had a delightful lunch. 

Fully fed and watered we headed off to 

Spilsby to have icecream at Dennett’s —

because, well you have to—and then on 

again meandering back into Scampton and 

ending up at The 

Dambusters Inn. 

This really was a great 

ride out, enjoyed by everyone 

who went and very well attended. 

Now clearly that was because 

Bern was there but well done to 

Charlie as well! 

Thank You!! 



Another day, and another day of sunshine. I 

don’t know why we are having such a long hot 

summer but despite the fact that my garden 

needs rain I’m not sorry that we can ride 

without being wrapped up like Michelin men. 

We met up at the WAVE, with Christine opening up early for us as she so often does, and 

after the briefing headed south on the A15 to Holdingham and then on to pick up the A52. 

After that we rode on predominantly beautiful sweeping country roads, working our way 

south into Northamptonshire with a stop at the Hungry Hogs Café for brunch.  

The roads through Northamptonshire were spoilt a little by having to run down the A6 for 6 

miles, but needs must 

and the villages we 

passed through would 

have done justice to 

chocolate boxes.  

We arrived on time at 

the Harrington 

Aviation Museum, also known as the Carpetbaggers. Now no one seems sure why they got 

that name, but the Carpetbaggers is a little known gem housed in the most unprepossessing 

buildings and run by enthusiastic amateurs dedicated to keeping the story alive. Despite the 

small size of the buildings there is comfortably enough there to keep you happily occupied 

for two hours. 

Once everyone had had enough, we set off back north again, via Market Harborough and 

across country to Holdingham avoiding main roads wherever possible, where the ride ended.  

Thank you everyone who came, Wendy and I 

really enjoyed your company. 



Chapter Planned Events Calendar 

Please Note that published events are subject to change at short notice. For latest information please see 

the Website and Facebook pages shown on the front page of the magazine 

October 6
th Saturday   Ride to the Wall N/A N/A 

  7
th Sunday Rivers and Sea Views     Pete 

  11
th Thursday   Lindum Colonia UK N/A N/A 

  21
st Sunday Oil Can Café, Holmfirth     Charlie 

  28
th Sunday Bitter End Ride – TBD   S TBD 

November 8
th Thursday   Lindum Colonia UK N/A N/A 

  11
th Sunday Remembrance Day Ride to 

the Bomber Command 
  S Ed 

Richardson 

  25
th Sunday   Skittles and Sunday Lunch N/A N/A 

December 13
th Thursday   Lindum Colonia UK N/A N/A 

  15
th Saturday   Chapter Christmas Party N/A N/A 

  31
st Monday Arctic Blast   S John 



…. By Anony Mouse 

There are always more things that we can do, and there are always other 

ways that we can promote the Chapter and encourage more membership 

from within the area, and HOGS at the WAVE was a first attempt at trying 

to get ourselves “out there”. 

Steve and Bonny put the idea forward, and we plotted and planned to get 

an event organised. We needed somewhere to hold the event; Christine at 

the WAVE was all for it allowing us to use her car-park area to set up tents 

and stalls. We needed to advertise our event; Jamie got the posters and 

flyers printed for us; we wanted to use the opportunity to raise more money for 

Charity; Christine raises money for the Air Ambulance and that is something 

close to all our hearts—plus LEBBS kindly arranged to support us by bringing 

along their bikes which are used to such good effect in bringing blood to the Air 

Ambulance on a daily basis. We needed good weather; and lo and behold good 

weather there was. And we needed our members to support us; and there was 

a magnificent turn-out to support us. 

Ok, so not everything went as we hoped—but we did get five people to come in 

and talk to us, and that could lead to new membership—but never mind the fact that it was on BMF day (oops, 

who saw that coming!), we all had a great day chatting and laughing and even squeezed in a short ride-out in 

the afternoon. 

Sherwood Chapter came along, making a detour from their ride-out plan to support us and for that we are 

hugely grateful, bringing a further 25 bikes into the car park and making a splendid sight. Thank you for that 

guys! 

And to cap it all, we got to see this lovely example of a Chevvy, that has been modified to look like a highway 

patrol car. No V-8 in this though so no deep rumble but a straight six diesel with loud pipes make a great sound 

when given a blast! 

What a fantastic day, and I hope we do it all again sometime. 



Lindum Colonia UK Chapter 

Monthly Meetings 

Windmill Farm 

Runcorn Road 

Whisby Road 

Lincoln 

LN6 3QZ  

Meetings are held every 

second Thursday of each 

month from 7:30pm onwards 

Come along and meet other 

members—the evenings are 

friendly and relaxed. Food is 

available to order at the bar. 

New and prospective 

members are welcome to 

come along and join in. 

Raffle tickets are sold each 

week for a variety of prizes—

all funds raised are donated to 

the Chapter’s chosen Charity. 

If you have any prizes suitable 

for inclusion in future raffles, 

please bring them along with 

you. 

Uma Thurman’s father was the first American to 
be ordained a Buddhist Monk 

Nicholas Parson’s GP father delivered Margaret 
Thatcher 

Stephen King’s father went out for a packet of 
cigarettes and never returned 

Julianna Marguilies’s father wrote the “plop, 
plop, fizz, fizz” jingle for Alka-Seltzer 

Laura Dern was bullied at school because her 
father—Bruce Dern—was the only person to kill 
John Wayne in the movies 

Rachel Weisz’s father invented the artificial 
respirator 

Vic Reeves’s father and grandfather share his 
birthday—and his real name of Jim Moir 

Bob Marley had a white Liverpudlian father 

Elvis Costello’s father sang the “I’m a secret 
lemonade drinker” jingle for R White’s 
Lemonade 

Eminem, Eartha Kitt, Lance Armstrong, Sir Charlie 
Chaplin, Bill Clinton, Evander Holyfield (whose 
father had 27 children), Vanilla Ice, Eric Clapton, 
Naomi Campbell and Mike Tyson never knew 
their fathers 

We Need Your Help! 

Whenever the Chapter holds an event or ride-out we try to write it up for the 

magazine so everyone can enjoy it whether they could make it to the event or not. 

It would really help us make your magazine interesting and fun if you 

volunteered to write and article on an activity you enjoyed—speak to the 

Director, the Editor or the event Organiser. 

Thank You 

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x9543714751085865985&id=YN1029x9543714751085865985&q=Windmill+Farm&name=Windmill+Farm&cp=53.2012748718262%7e-0.60972398519516&ppois=53.2012748718262_-0.60972398519516_Windmill+Farm
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x9543714751085865985&id=YN1029x9543714751085865985&q=Windmill+Farm&name=Windmill+Farm&cp=53.2012748718262%7e-0.60972398519516&ppois=53.2012748718262_-0.60972398519516_Windmill+Farm
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x9543714751085865985&id=YN1029x9543714751085865985&q=Windmill+Farm&name=Windmill+Farm&cp=53.2012748718262%7e-0.60972398519516&ppois=53.2012748718262_-0.60972398519516_Windmill+Farm
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN1029x9543714751085865985&id=YN1029x9543714751085865985&q=Windmill+Farm&name=Windmill+Farm&cp=53.2012748718262%7e-0.60972398519516&ppois=53.2012748718262_-0.60972398519516_Windmill+Farm


A Chapter BBQ? Yes please! 

Charlie and Bern  invited us all 

around to their lovely house to 

make a noise, eat lots of sausages 

and burgers, and mountains of 

pudding. Goodness only knows 

what the neighbours thought! The 

only proviso was bring your own 

drinks—and let me tell you right now everyone did just 

what they were told! But as they say, what happened at 

the BBQ stays at the BBQ!! 

The wind did it’s best to blow the tent away and the flame out from under the BBQ, 

leaving Charlie to 

have to do his 

cooking in a sheltered 

corner of the garden, 

but the rain held off 

and nothing was 

going to spoil our 

evening of fun.  

Bern was the perfect hostess, making everyone feel so very welcome and both she and 

Charlie worked their socks off making sure that everyone ate, drank and were merry. 

We had a fantastic evening, and I’m sure that everyone who went would echo our 

thanks to them for such a generous offer and an 

enjoyable evening! 



Steve and Bonny led us on a brilliant ride down to Cromer on 

some fabulous roads through Norfolk—both there and back—

though we seemed to follow the only two buses in the whole 

of Norfolk on the only day that they run to Cromer! 

Meeting up at Holdingham Roundabout, 

we trundled down the bain of everyone’s 

life—the A17, an unavoidable obstacle on 

the road to Norfolk from these parts—and 

then past King’s Lynn and on into the rural 

delights of one of this lovely county. 

We stopped on route for refreshments at the King’s Head Country Hotel, Great Bircham, 

which proved to be delightful, and 

where the owner requested a group 

photo for their walls. 

From there we completed the 

journey to Cromer, parking up 

courtesy of the East Coast Motor 

Company who allowed us to use there forecourt for free. There were 

all the usual attractions of popular holiday resorts in the UK, with 

plentiful opportunities to indulge in Fish and Chips and other seafood, 

and of course ice cream! 

There was a soapbox derby going on as well on the main road into the 

town centre which provided thrills and spills for the spectators to 

enjoy.  

The ride back was equally nice, taking us on one of Norfolk’s finest rural roads to rejoin 

the A17 just before King’s Lynn and 

joys that it offers! 

Big thanks to Steve and Bonny for 

researching and leading us all on such 

a great day out! 



The 10th of August saw the 

Chapter members gathering 

together at Arties Mill once again 

for the Yellow Belly Melee—the 

Chapters celebration of all things 

Harley, all things Members and may 

I suggest all things alcoholic! 

Friday is the gathering day, and by 

4pm most people had arrived, and 

thoughts were turning towards 

dinner, music and most importantly 

fun. Arties Mill had laid on a curry 

night, and everyone got tucked into 

it with a gusto, and all too soon it 

was gone! But never mind, now was the time to get the music going and the drink flowing, 

Bjezus supplying the former and the bar supply the other. It was a great night and enjoyed 

by everybody through until midnight and wending our ways back to our rooms. But what 

is this, I hear you say, what madness 

engulfed our lovely ladies? A moustache 

appeared on first one, then another and 

then suddenly they all appeared wearing 

soup strainers on their top lips. I’m far too 

much of a gentleman to suggest they may have forgotten to shave, nor that their beauty 

was enhanced by the addition—but you have to admit somebody bore a striking 

resemblance to Paul Tuttle Snr from Orange County Choppers. Ahem ….nuff said I think. 

Love you Molly! 



Following a leisurely 

breakfast on a bright 

Saturday morning those 

wish to ride out 

gathered together for a 

Directors Mystery Ride. 

Paul excelled himself with this ride, hardly going 

further than 40 miles as the crow flies from the 

Mill, but taking us on a winding route on some 

great roads for over 130 miles. 

First stop was Blyton Ice Cream 

Shop in, no surprise here, Blyton where most people consumed sensible 

sized ices, and some, just a few, ate ice creams the size of their helmets—

and we are talking motorcycle helmets here! Barry auditioned for ‘Stud’ 

magazine while here—but I’m not sure how that went. 

Onwards from Blyton and to our lunch stop at the Waterfront Inn, West Stockwith where 

we 

sweltered 

in the sun 

and filled 

our bellies 

once again—and I got told off by a passing lady for shouting and waking her baby … as if 

twenty Harleys hadn’t already done that! Anyway it was entirely Kevin’s fault as he had 

ordered food and then disappeared (behind a hedge?) leaving the waitress confused. 

From West Stockwith we headed off back to Arties Mill, and just in time for the Chapter 

Games. There was great sport had, including our Director allowing himself to be soaked by 

sponges and then buckets of water. And it was a good job the Photographer missed the 

sight of Paul naked in the car park desperately 

trying to get dry clothes on! 

Another highlight from the day, and celebrated 

during the evening—it was Mike Richardson’s 

Birthday, and cake was cut and enjoyed by all. 



The evening saw a carvery for 

everyone, and music by ‘Oto 

and the Dude’, and plenty of 

fun for everyone.  

The fancy dress theme was Over and Under the Sea and there were some great costumes 

on display, though I have a particular fondness for Nelson and his cheeky sailor, and for a 

couple of crabs who seemed to get everywhere—but then, you know how it is with crabs. 

As the evening progressed the Mermaid—John—lost his hair and for some reason Steve 

and Paul chose this moment to express their feminine sides, or come out … or something. 

We all had a great weekend, and are looking forward to next year already. But before I 

finish, lets say a big thank you to Steve, Bonny, Lyn and Wendy for all their organisation, 

and to Ian Jennings and Robin Hood 

Harley-Davidson for their support 

throughout the year and in particular at 

the event.  

And an especially big thank you to all the 

members for joining in and having fun no 

matter what. 

Well Done Everyone! 



On one of the longest runs of the year at 

218 miles, we were at the back on Dai's ride as 

road crew to The Norfolk Tank Museum. 

After a quick drink at McDonalds we set off down 

to Norfolk through the Thetford Forest along 

some great roads—a mixture of A roads and 

quieter B roads. 

After further refreshments we arrived at the 

Tank Museum tucked away in a quiet village 

south of Norwich. 

The friendly staff immediately welcomed us 

with bacon butties and mugs of tea and 

informed us that the museum was a hands on 

experience and that we should feel free to 

check out the exhibits. So we all climbed in/on 

all the tanks—and let me tell you, its not too 

easy in motorcycle gear! 

We all dressed up with hats and played with the 

guns and just had a good time. We were like a 

load of big kids. 

We had a great ride back and had a lovely stop for tea and a long chat sat in the sun. 

Thank You Dai ,we all had a great 

day out! 



Oh What Fun We Had! 

I have never, ever been away with our chapter, so decided to 
do this one! 

Well we all met at the Friendly Farmer but Barry was there first 
eating breakfast, nothing new there then! Everyone turned up 
looking forward to the weekend and off we go. 

The ride had some very interesting things happening. We 
stopped at a pub by the canal 
for dinner and if you like canal 
barges, this is a great place to 
stop. I can’t remember the 
name but I’m sure the Barmaid 
will remember me and 
probably would have liked to 
have slapped me… 

Off we go again, we gets to Llandudno and find the hotel. 
Parked, room keys sorted & bags thrown in, time for dinner. 
Down we all trekked and had a lovely meal. I managed to get 
the waiter on side for extra rations. After that we walked 
into the town to find a pub. Karaoke was the order of the 
day. 

I got talking to 3 Yorkshire Lasses, thought I’d pulled! The 
rest of the group wanted to be home by 10pm so that 
knackered my chances there. 

Saturday morning started with a buffet breakfast and we met out 
back ready for our first ride-out, which John led. Heading towards 
Snowden and the heavens opened, the rain came down, and 
down some more, and then a bit more for good measure. This 
made the roads very interesting. Finally we had to give in to the 
rain and cut the ride short. 

As we got back to the hotel after 
3 hours plus in the rain, the sun came out. We eventually 
found enough places to dry our gear out. 

Cleaned and refreshed, we re-grouped in time for tea again 
much to Barry’s relief! Sufficient rations being consumed we 
had a quiz. We had a great laugh, probably at my expense – 
nothing new there then! 

We decided to share in the hotel entertainment on offer, 



which proved interesting if you like Bingo and are over 90. The guy took 
a liking to Simon but we shall say no more about that issue. So off to 
bed again though some had a few more beers in their bellies before 
they went. 

Sunday morning, rise and enjoy a small snack for breakfast! (Who 
pinched MY 4 sausages?) 

Another day in the rain, off we go again. Within 
5 miles, Charlie was checking out the alternative 
route. I tried a bit of speedway riding on a wet 

roundabout, managed to stay upright with arse cheeks clenched. It 
rained even harder – horizontal in fact. We were determined not to 
go back to the hotel, come what may. Eventually the sun shone on 
the righteous and I stayed close to them. The roads got better and 
drier. At the end of the day we all made it safely back to the hotel. 
Then more food and quizzes before bed. 

Monday- breakfast as usual – How do we do it?? Then we all rode 
home in the dry. 

The moral of this story – Ride Ya bike Friday, Ride Ya bike Monday & stay dry on Saturday & 
Sunday. 

But all in all a great weekend, great memories, thanks to you all. 



Spirits were high as a group of 19 
people on 9 bikes , and 2 trikes left 
the Friendly Farmer at Newark for 
the ride to Llandudno. 

John Gossage let the ride, ably 
supported by  Pete Abbott as TEC. 
Making good progress to the great 
roads and scenery of Wales, we 

stopped for lunch at the Telford Inn at Trevor right next to the famous Pontcysylite Aqueduct 

which carries the Llangollen canal over the river Dee. 

We then headed past Llangollen on via the A542. This road takes in the spectacular 
Horseshoe Pass , and we were blessed with great view in sunny weather as we made our 
way north, eventually arriving at our Llandudno Hotel at around  4pm.  After a few convivial 

drinks in the bar we adjourned to the restaurant where Mr Redhead proceeded to organise 
the staff into providing Lindum Colonia  sized portions, and multiple puds! 

The weekend weather forcast had never looked good and Saturday 
dawned grey and misty, but nevertheless   we set off on our tour  of 

Snowdonia as planned. Conditions continued to deteriate and it 
was a group very wet Harley riders who arrived at the Pen Y Gwyrd 
Hotel for a much needed break for hot beverages and restorative 
cake. This famous old inn was used as a training base for the 
successful 1953 Everest expedition, and is full of mementos and 
exhibits from that event. If a more atmospheric and 
interesting hostelry exists then I haven't been in it yet! The staff 
didn't even flinch at the pools of rainwater we left on the floor, 
though Kevin did his best with a mop he found he only pushed it 



around a bit. More training needed Julie! At this point we decided 
to take a more direct route back to the hotel, to allow for people 
to dry out. More evening merriment with Charlies Quiz (won by 
Kevin & Julie, and Alan & Maria ) with prizes as usual sourced by 
Bonny. 

On Sunday conditions were a little better as we set off on our ride 
to Llyn Peninsula & Anglesey , with half the crew in waterproofs(pessimists) the other half 
not, (optimists). Oh how the pessimists laughed! As the morning progressed the rain became 
torrential, we misplaced our Tec and Sweep, SatNav developed a mind of its own, Eds trike 
had a grumble and we all got thoroughly drenched!    When we eventually  met up at a 
scheduled coffee stop where visibility was down to a few hundred yards, there was a serious 

debate about weather,(sic), to carry on, but once again the spirit 
and determination of LC members won out and the hardy bunch 
carried on. They were rewarded by improving condition and by 
the time we arrived at our seaside lunch stop in Aberdaron 
everyone was shedding layers and basking in the sun ! A carvery 
lunch followed and  then it was back on the road along the 
spectauclar coastal road on the North side of the Llyn peninsular.  

Over the A55 bridge to Anglesey and a brew and photo opportunity at 

LLANFAIRPWLLGWYNGYLLGOGERYCHWYRNDROBWLLLLANTYSILIOGOGOGOCH (easy for you 
to say), back over the famous Menai Bridge,and onto our hotel. A massive thank you to Pete 
and Tracey Abbott who let us safely though the day during extremely testing conditions—a 
wonderful effort Pete. 

Finally the ride home via 2 excellent stops and 
goodbyes at Markham Moor. 

Thanks to everyone who made the trip 
especially Bonny Wallis and John Gossage who 
made it all possible. 

See you all next time! 



Nestled along the Côte d'Opale coastline in the region of Hauts-de-France is the beautiful little town of 
Hardelot-Plage (or as we call it – hard-a-lot). Since 2010 the local HOG Chapter – Opale Shore – has played 
host to what was an annual rally, but over more recent years has become a bi-annual event since HOG 
offered to support the event and took over as a Harley Days open rally. 

This was my third visit to Hardelot and so far this has to be the biggest attendance of Chapter and non-
Chapter guests. 

The main street, barriered off to protect from runaway lorries by large concrete barriers supported by a 
small platoon of heavily armed French Military might have been a tad intimidating, it was not, and in fact it 
felt reassuring that some idiot would be prevented from creating a massacre of innocents and a date with 
30 virgins (in your dreams). 

Enough of the doom and gloom bits though, let’s 
focus on the rally. 

During our visit to the Normandy Beaches with 
Steve Berry & Mike Richardson back in May, we 
met up with a couple of French friends of ours 
(Raphaelle & Jean-Marc) who were former 
members of Opale Shore Chapter. During a 
dinner, we spoke about attending this year’s rally 
and Raphaelle insisted she sort out our 
accommodation. For the 3rd time we were 
staying at Le Jardins d’Hardelot Hotel – what a 
terrific hotel and right in the middle of the action. 

The Opale Shore Harley Days rally is very much 
like a small-scale Thunder in the Glens whereby the main street of Hardelot is reserved for motorcycles 
only and all the events and activities (as well as the bars and restaurants) are located along the main drag 
and its side-roads. 

Raphaelle had booked a couple of rooms for Pete Clifford and me as our original intent was for the ladies 
to join us, but it soon became clear that the ladies had other pressing appointments and so it was going to 
be a lads’ weekend. 



Pete and I asked a few of our regular crew if they wanted to join us and so it was that Will.I.Am Bailey, 
Andy ‘Chalkie’ White and Mick Fisher joined us. Mick was insistent he’d sleep in the cab of his green 
goddess whilst Chalkie shared a room with me and Will with Pete (fortunately there were single beds – 
that’s how nasty rumours start!). 

We booked our Chunnel crossings and we were set for a great lads’ weekend in northern France. 

The ride down was pretty good, setting off bright and 
early on the Friday morning, meeting with Pete at the 
Friendly Farmer at 6:45am, then with Will at 7am on the 
A1/A52 junction. Later, but earlier than planned, we met 
up with Chalkie at the Thurrock Services on the M25. 
Meanwhile, Mick in his green goddess (a 1954 green 
patina-finished Chevvie pick-up truck, with 4-on-the-floor 
(not 3-on-the-tree) and 5-windowed cab) had left much 
earlier than us as he was limited to a meagre 55mph. We 
met up with Mick at the Eurotunnel Terminal for our 
12:40 crossing. 

We took the coast road to avoid traffic and to take in 
some of the rural and coastal scenery. The White Cliffs of 

Dover looked dazzling in the early afternoon sunshine. 

We arrived at the hotel by late afternoon and after checking in we decided it was beer-o’clock.  

We ate with our hosts, Raphaelle & Jean-Marc at one of the hostelries on the main street – a charming 
Boeuf Bourguignon (that’s beef stew to most of us uncouth slobs) and Pommes-Frites (that’s chips Paul), 
all swilled down with some local beers and all was good. 

The live music sounded good on the main stage (a huge professional rig as seen at one of the V-Festivals or 
Reading Rock Festival) with many bars on the main road also featuring live music. 

Let’s just say we had quite a few bevvies on Friday evening and it was late by the time I found my pillow. 

What some may call ‘a lay in’ was also known as ‘an early 
wake-up call’. Showered by 8:30 Chalkie and I met up 
with the rest of the gang at one of the benches outside 
the hotel. We sat in the warm sunshine watching the 
world go by for a while before we headed off for some 
French style breakfast – croissants & coffee – very nice 
too, freshly made in the Patisserie not 100 yards from our 
hotel. 

Will.I.Am was keen to join the ride-out so he decided he 
would miss our lunchtime jaunt with Raphaelle & Jean-
Marc to one of their favourite village restaurants that 
served up pork as their speciality (we ordered lamb by 
the way). 

Fisher also decided he’d stay in town – probably because 
he didn’t have any riding gear, no bike, just his green-
patina, four-on-the-floor (not 3-on-the-tree), 5-windowed 
cab Chevvie – he would stroll around and perhaps read a chapter of his book..!!! 



But first we decided to head up the main road and sip a 
light refreshment and watch as the thousand or so bikes 
began to gather for the midday run (which include Will of 
course). 

We certainly felt the thunder as the bikes revved up at 12
-midday. It took almost an hour before the last two-
wheeled engine rode by. By now, our French friends had 
arrived and we gathered our belongings and headed to 
our steeds for our jaunt into the countryside. 

After about 40kms, we stopped in a small village – what a 
beautiful little place and right in the centre was our 
restaurant. We ordered (in French of course, although I 

don’t know what I was saying) and thankfully the lamb appeared a little while later on our plates. 

Suitably fed and watered (again) we headed back to Hardelot and to find Will & Fisher. Will was all smiles 
after his ride-out, which wasn’t – it was a parade (the ride-out would be 9am tomorrow (Sunday) morning). 
Ah well, anyone could have mistaken a ride-out for a ride-out right? 

We strolled through the town taking in the sites and 
sounds of the rally. I was beginning to look forward to 
seeing one of the live bands that night – Joan ov Arc (with 
a v instead of an f) – an all-girl rock band. We weren’t 
disappointed later either when they hit the main stage 
under the beams of spotlights – just one problem though, 
it meant we were missing beers. It was a toss-up… beers… 
band… beers… ok, so we stayed for one more song then 
we dropped into one of the two Irish Bars in Hardelot. 

Of course, with a long ride home ahead of us in the 
morning, we weren’t going to partake of too much 
alcohol. We were gentlemanly about it all and as soon as 
we used up the funds in the kitty we headed back to the 
hotel. It was late again! 

The weather had been good to us throughout the weekend, bright and sunning and warm – not one drop 
of the wet stuff. The ride home was good in the dryness of early autumn. It was good to ride on the proper 
side of the road again, but I must admit, it is always a thrill to ride on the Continent and it has become an 

annual event for most of us. 

No Opale-Shore Harley Days next 
year, the next one is 2020 (wow, 
2020 coming upon us so soon 
already..!). Perhaps we should hit the 
town en masse? If we do, we’ll need 
to book accommodation early though 
as there are few hotels and they book 
up real quick. 



WEIGHT LOSS FOR MEN 

I knew I was getting out of shape—well to be honest “getting” doesn’t really cover it— and after some 

research I called the MachoWeightLoss4Men company and ordered their 5-day, 10 lb. weight loss 

program. 

The next day, there's a knock on the door and before me stood a voluptuous, athletic, 19 year old dressed 

in nothing but a pair of Nike running shoes and a sign around her neck. She introduced herself as a 

representative of the weight loss company. 

The sign read, 'If you can catch me, you can have me.' 

Without a second thought, I took off after her. A few miles later huffing and puffing, I finally gave up. 

The same girl showed up for the next four days and the same outcome. 

On the fifth day, I weighed myself and was delighted to find I had lost 10 lbs as promised. 

That same day I called the company and ordered their 5-day/20 pound program. 

The next day there's a knock at the door and there stands the most stunning, beautiful and sexy woman I 

have ever seen in my life. 

She is wearing nothing but Reebok running shoes and a sign around her neck that reads, 'If you catch me 

you can have me'. 

Well, I'm out the door after her like a shot. This girl is in excellent shape and I do my best, but no such 

luck. So for the next four days, the same routine happens and I'm gradually getting in better and better 

shape. 

Much to my delight on the fifth day when I weigh myself, I discover that I have lost another 20 lbs as 

promised. 

So I decide to go for broke and called the company to order the 7-day/50 pound program. 

"Are you sure?" asks the representative on the phone. "This is our most rigorous program." 

"Absolutely," I reply, "I haven't felt this good in years." 

The next day there's a knock at the door; and when I open it I find a huge muscular guy standing there 

wearing nothing but PINK running shoes and a sign around his neck that reads, "If I catch YOU ... you're 

MINE." 

I lost 63 pounds that week. 


